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from tHe airfields in the Foggia area, toward 'which ground forces in Italy
progressing, it will be possible to bomb Berlin and other north German

cities, a high officer of the North .Africa Air. Force said today reviewing the

air force participation in the Italian invasion. From the heel of Italy it is

only 430 miles to Ploesti, and the Balkan capitals are within easy range, While
the German air effort in Italy was a lew scale effort, Allied air forces clicked

perfectly in a well developed strategic pattern which had been built up through
months of experience in Tunisia, pantellaria, and Sicily, 'The pattern, which

utilises air power as'part of the combined operational team, embodies three

perquisites; firstly, air supremacy; secondly a thoroughly trained army; thirdly,
naval supremacy, the latter two essentials in order to take advantage of air power.

The Italian operation is the most complicated yet undertaken because it stretched

air power to the ultimate limit of fighter cover. There were three steps in air

assault. Firstly the pattern called pro-isolation of southern from northern Italy
by cutting lines of communication. This was done in successive steps across the

toe, then the Naples area, then the Rome area, finally attacking raillines through
Brenner, Secondly, as invasion day approached, air power isolated the invasion

area, and finally, thirdly, on "the day” the full weight of the air power directed'

right into the invasion area itself, and 1,200 tons of bombs dropped in front of

the Allied ground troops.

Allied bomber crews, who carry on night and day attacks, have learned through
recent months’ experience how best to devastate targets - bridges and marshalling
yards can how be destroyed from the air so that they stay destroyed for significant

periods ■- and how to take core of themselves in air combat. Engineers have found

it easier to build new airdromes than to attempt to repair some previously damaged

by Allied bombs. Only one Allied plane was lost in combat with seventy enemy

fighters last week* And so accurately are bombs now placed that in the Salerno

area 1,200 tons wore dropped directly ahead of the advancing battle lines, although

plying Fortresses wore bombing from more than 20,000 feet.

The Luftwaffe have been weakened in air combat in Sicily and their power

reduced when driven from the main airfields on to smaller ones, where dispersal is .
inadequate against fragmentation bombs. They have also lost heavily during strong
determined resistance attacks in the Foggia and Naples area, and except for a period
of a fortnight just prior to the invasion, when they massed power aggressively, it

became progressively easier to knock out German air power.

The Luftwaffe in southern Europe has steadily gone downhill since Pantellaria

in the numbers of fighter planes and capability of pilots. Their bombers always
have been the worst. It was remarked at North Africa Air Force headquarters that

the German conception of bombing strategy "bears about as much relationship to the !

proper application of air power as a chariot does to a tank". The flexibility

made possible by unified control is what makes the Allied air power the deadly weapon

it is,according to Spaatz, "We in the air force feel we are part of a highly

trained working trio of ground, naval and air forces, whose operations are thoroughly

integrated and co-ordinated in a single unit" he said, "In this last battle, we

feel most proud of the fact that we are able to play our part in,support of; naval

and ground forces, so ably handled. We feel this teamwork now established cannot

be stopped,”

As the air force overtakes more and more bases on the Italian mainland and

with the valuable air fields in the Foggia region now in prospect the entire

Mediterranean air warfare is now entering a completely new phase.
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